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THE NEAR AND I<'AR ACOUSTIC I•'IELD ANI> ITS RELATIONSHIP TO THE HALL
ACOUSTICS
\: Stauskis

1. Introduction

At any point of a closed premise, the energy

In any musical hall, the sounding of music is
perceived by a listener differently depending on the
location of the sound source. At any point of the
halL the listener is reached by the sound energy
consisting of two components: the direct sound and
the n:llections from the hall surfaces. The relationship between the direct sound energy

density is described by the density emitted by the
sound source and the energy deruity consisting of
the sound waves reflected from various planes. Let
us assume that the sound source emits energy with
a power PA . Then the dcmity of direct sound energy at a given point will be equal to

and the re-

flection energy will be varied at various points of

(1)

the halL
When considering this relationship, it is impor-

where PA is the acoustic power of the sound source;

tant to know the influence exerted upon it by the

Q is the source axial concentration ratio; <P d is the

early and the late sound reflections as well as their

source directivity ratio; r is the distance between the

intcn~ity

source and the given point and c0 is the sound ve-

at various times. The structure of these re-

f1cctions will always be different at various points of

locity in the air.

the halL Comcqucntly, the listener will perceive music
diffnently depending on his/her location in the halL
The aim of this paper is to determine the

The direct sound energy density may
pressed in

term~

b~

ex-

of the sound pressure, their rela-

tionship being expressed as

changes in the relatioruhip between the direct sound
and the reflection energy depending on the distance

(2)

to the sound source and the geometrical and acouswhere p

tic parameters of the halL

is the average of the sound pressure and

Po is the air density.
2_ Theory

Upon inserting (2) into (1) we obtain direct

The sound field of a closed premise is well-char-

sound pressure

acterized by the density of energy. In a free space
far away from the sound source, the sound energy

(3)

diminishes along with the increase in distance and it
is proportional to the energy emitted by the source.
In a dosed space, this rule is no longer valid. In

When the distance to the sound source is I m,
we will have

certain cases the energy density may not be dependent upon the distance to the sound source and

(-l)

sometimes the density may grow a~; the distance increases.

The listener will be reached by the direct sound
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and then, after some time, by the first reflection. Its

energy after the emission of the sound impulse, which

energy density will be equal to:

have energy £ 0 .
Apart from the direct sound and early reflec-

IF

=

at

p

A

Q<+.2 I{
'+'atf-'

(5)

4n: ( r 1 +r2 )2 c 0

tions, the diffusional sound field and its share in the
reflection structure are al<>o important. In various

is the source directivity ratio between its

halls this field appears at various time moments t.

~

is the plane reflec-

The energy density of the diffusional field must be

tion ratio; r 1 is the distance between the source and
the reflection plane; r2 is the distance between the

equal at all points of the hall and it is expressed as

where

.+.

't' at

acoustical axis and vector r 1;

reflection plane and the listener.

(11)

The energy density of the first reflection may
be recalculated into the square of the sound pressure by the following formula:

The average square of the sound pressure of
the diffusional sound field is expressed as

(6)
(12)

There will always be a varied time interval between the direct sound and the first reflection. The
first reflection will be followed by the second, the
third etc. Their density will constantly increase. This
depends on the frequency and the geometrical characteristics of the premise, i.e. [ 1]

When the distance to the sound source is equal
to r = rn , then the direct sound energy will be equal
to the all sound reflection energy ~(rn) = Wdf(oo) i.e.
PAQt<l>?- 4PAj32
4n:r 2 c 0 - c 0 S(I-P}

·

(13)

(7)

The sound pressure values must also be equal:

After each reflection, the sound energy decreases

(14)

by (1-a), therefore after the time t the reflection

ht )

2
intensity will be proportional to (1- a)'ft /
,
where n is the number of reflections. The average

decrease in the sound energy per time unit due to
reflection will be equal to
E(t) ""enttn(t-a) .

(8)

The sound will be reflected from the hall surfaces n times per second, i.e.

If the sound field is excited by an impulse, then

P?

fo.. P[ (t)dt
"PJr fo.. p'j1 Uldt

V. Reichardt [2] proposes to compute the echoing radius from the formula
(16)

(9)
where S is the area of all hall surfaces; and V is the
volume of the hall.

N. Zarkov [3] proposes to compute the echoing
radius from the formula

Then the formula (8) may be rewritten taking

(17)

into account geometrical parameters of the hall, i.e.
(10)
This formula describes the muffling of the sound

(15)

as
. . ratio.
.
_a ; Q.IS the source d.Irechvity
1
In the above formulas, the overall sound energy

where R =

is only divided into the direct sound energy and the
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the following formula:

diffusional sound energy. However, no diffusional
sound ever starts immediately after the direct sound.
There is always a time interval between the direct
sound and the diffusional sound, filled by the early
sound reflection~. In this time interval, the reflection

(21)

structure is always discrete and no diffusional sound
field will ever appear. The time interval of the early

It is accepted in the architectural acoustics that

the direct sound takes a time interval equal to 5 rns,

sound reflections may be very different and it depends on the premise size and the frequencies. The

i.e. 11 = 5 rns. The time interval from 11 to 12 , as
it has been mentioned above, is variable and may

smaller the premise, the sooner will early sound
rcf1cctions start, followed by the diffusional sound
field. Therefore, when one analyses the variations of
the echoing radius in relation to the distance and

only be found experimentally.

3. Conditions of the experiment

frequencies, it is expedient to single out the area of
the early sound rcf1cctions, which may be expressed

Three halls were chosen for the experiment: St.
John's Church, the Archcathedral, and the Small Hall
of the Philharmonic Society in Vilnius. The first

by the formula:
(18)

two are very long and high, their sound absorption
coefficients are small and the reverberation time is

p1 is the direct sound pressure; Pat is the

long.
The Small Hall of the Philharmonic Society is

is the dif-

small, but its sound absorption coefficients arc also

fusional sound pressure field.
Upon inserting (3), (6) and (12) into (18), we
will obtain the expressions of the sound pressure

small and the reverberation time is long. Such hall

)2
-Pat+Pdf( r

-2 _ -2

Pt

where

-2

rn

early sound pressure reflection and

Pdf

selection, when the difference in volume is great,
allows to evaluate the influence of volume on the
echoing radius. The investigations in the Small Hall
were conducted in two modes: the hall completely
empty, without chairs, and with 120 upholstered

PAQ<J>?p 0c 0
4n:r 2

chairs. Thus, the hall volume was constant in both
cases, while the overall sound absorption and the

(19)

reverberation times were different. Such selection enabled to measure the influence of the sound absorp-

Upon the impulse excitation of the sound field
and the acceptance of the energy ratio, we will have

tion on the echoing radius.
The main characteristics of these halls are presented in Table 1.

. (20)

4. The results of the experiment
In Fig. 1 the relationships between the direct
Then the echoing radius may be expressed by

sound energy and the reflected sound energy along

'!able
Length,

Width,

Height,

Volume,

T12s'

Tsoo•

m

m

m

cbm

s

s

1. St. John's Church

61

25

20,6

27000

15,2

2. Archcathedral

57

20

19,8

22500

3. Small Hall of
the Phil. Society

13,6

10,7

7

1018

Hall
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a125

asoo

6,9

0,03

0,06

7,3

6,0

0,06

0,08

6,3

5,5

0,055

0,08

10

Fig. 1. The relationship
between the dirc.:ct sound
energy and the reflected
sound energy in St.
John's Church. Measurements along the hall.
Distance between the
sound source and the
microphone:
1 - 1 m; 2 - 2 m;
3 - 5 m; 4 - 7.5 m;
5 - 10 m
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St John's Church hall are presented. The measurement points arc 1; 2.5; 5; 7.5 and 10 metres away
from the sound source. The areas both close to the
source and sufficiently far away from it are embraced
by such measurement.
The results of the investigation show that the

tent to which the distance to the sound source is
increased.
Based on the computations of the formulas (16)
and (17), the energies should be equal when the
distance from the source is 3.1 m and more. However, experiments show a different situation. As the

ratio of the above energies is only equal to zero
when the microphone is at the distance of 1 m from
the sound source and, furthermore, solely in the
frequency range of 160-2000 Hz. When the distance
to the microphone is 2.5 m, under low frequencies
the ratio is equal to -10 - 15 dB and is close to zero
only under 1600 Hz. As the distance to the microphone increases, under low frequencies up to 200

distance to the sound source increases, decisive role
is played by the sound reflections whose number is
increasing.
In Fig. 2, the results of the investigation with
the measurement points placed across the hall are
presented.
The energy ratio is undoubtedly influenced by
the distance to the sound source. However, investi-

Hz this ratio remains more or less constant, while in
the range of 250-800 Hz it reaches as much as -25
- 28 dB. A sudden decrease in the ratio is observed
and it moves towards high frequencies to such ex-

gations show that decisive role is assumed by the
hall planes from which early sound reflections reach
the point under investigation, which is confirmed also
by the formulas (19, 20). Therefore interesting re-

10
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Fig. 2. The relationship
between the direct sound
energy and the reflected
sound energy in
St. John's Church.
Measurements across the
hall. Distance betwc.:en
the sound source.; and the
microphone.;:
1 - 1 m; 2 - 1 m;
3 - 6 m; 4 - 8.5 m;
5 - 11 m

suits arc obtained when both microphones arc lo-

place along with the change in the distance to the

cated at the interval of I m from the sound source.

source and in frequency are represented.

The sound source is placed exactly in the middle of

There we have a different situation than in St.

the hall, while the microphones arc positioned sym-

John's Church. The energy ratio at the point which

metrically with respect to the source. Consequently,

is only 1 m away from the source reaches about - I 0

the ratios between the direct sound energy and the

dB, while in St. John's Church this ratio is equal to

rcllccted sound energy must be identical in both

0 almost throughout the spectrum. Under 250 Hz, a

cases. I lowevcr, it is not so. Curves 1 and 2 in Fig-

marked reduction of the energy ratio is observed (to

ure 2 show an obvious 20 di3 difference between the

-17 dB). When the microphone is at the point 2,

ratios under low frequencies, when the ratios should

which is located 1.4 m away from the source, we

be equal. The energy ratios become almost equal

have a completely different energy ratio range under

solely at 500 Hz. A~ the distance to the source increases, the energy ratio decreases, however, in a

low frequencies. Sudden fall of the ratio value takes
place under 63 Hz, not under 250 Hz, and reaches

different manner than in the case of longitudinal
placement.

up to 3.5 m from the source (point 3), the energy

-25 dB. When the microphone is being brought away

Such energy ratios are determined by the early

ratio at low frequencies is smaller than when the

reflections and their energy. This is clearly shown in

microphone is located 1 m away from the source.

the case when the measurement points are located

When the microphone is over 6 m away from the

on both sides of the source at a 1 m distance. Then

source, the energy ratio throughout the frequency

one or some early reflections are sufficient and it is
these reflections and not the direct sound that de-

range is equal to -15 - 20 dB. These results show
that, in a small hall, the sound reflection structure

termine the energy distribution at this point.
St. John's Church is very high and wide. There-

sound source, have crucial importance in the distri-

fore the first reflections, which arc very important

bution of sound energy. Furthermore, the energy ratio

for the subjective evaluation of the sounding of music,

is influenced by various resonances of the hall as

will reach the listener quite late. This will determine

well as recurring echo.

and the reflection energy, not the distance to the

the relationship between the direct and the reflected

In this hall, all surfaces arc made of materials

sound energy. We must know how this relationship

that reflect sound well, therefore its absorption coef-

will be affected by a small premise, for example, the

ficients are very low and similar to those of St. John's

Small rlall of Vilnius Philharmonic Society.

Church. In order to determine the impact of the

In Fig. 3, the changes in energy ratios taking

general hall absorption upon the energy ratio, inves-

fig. 3. The relationship
between the direct
sound energy and the
reflected sound energy
in the Small Hall of the
Philharmonic society.
The hall is completely
empty:
1 - 1 m; 2 - 1,4 m;
3 - 3,6 m; 4 - 6 m
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tigations were conducted in this hall with 120 upholstered chairs. The results of the experiment arc presented in Fig. 4.
We sec that the increase in the sound absorption, when microphone positioning is identical (near
the sound source), markedly reduces the impact of
strong re11ections upon the energy ratio. This is
shown by the curves 1 and 2 in Fig. 4 when compared with the mrvcs 1 and 2 in Fig. 3. If the sound
energy ratio measured ncar the microphone in an
empty hall is around -10 dB throughout the spectrum with a resonance frequency under 250 Hz, then,
after the absorption increase, this ratio is as small as
-5 dB, while resonance frequencies disappear. As the
distance from the source to the microphone increases,
the energy ratio is reduced.
By summarizing the findings of the investigation
one may determine the hall volume and the hall
sound absorption dependence of the ratio between
the direct sound energy and the reflected sound

energy. The hall volume dependence is shown m
Fig. 5.
The halls selected for the investigation were
quite different in volume (Table 1). The sound
absorption coefficients of all halls were very small about 0.05. This allowed to determine the inl1uence
exerted on the energy ratio by the hall volume alone.
Fig. 5 shows that the results obtained in the
halls of St. John's Church and Archcathedral, whose
volumes differed by 4,500 cbm, are almost identical.
The results obtained in the Small Hall of the Philharmonic Society with the volume as small as 1,018
cbm are quite distinctive. The ratio between the direct
sound energy and the reflected sound energy
throughout the frequency range is around -10 dB,
whereas in both churches this ratio is around 0 under
medium and high frequencies. It seems that it may
be therefore concluded that volume is essential for
the direct and reflected sound ratio. However, the
author is of the opinion that it is not the premise

tion is almost independent of the filling of the hall,

volume that determines the results.
In both churches, the distance from the sound

whereas the ratio between the direct sound energy

source to the lateral walls is about I 0 m and to the

and the reflected sound energy under the same fre-

nearest column - 5-(> m. Therefore the early reflec-

quencies comes to about -4 - 5 dB (Fig. 7). Similar

tions from these planes will arrive considerably later

ratio remains when frequency is increased, though

than in the Small Hall. Fig. 6 depicts the sound

the overall sound absorption grows and its differ-

energy distribution during the first 200 ms in St.

ence reaches -10 - 20 dB (Fig. 8).
Figure 9 depicts the changes in the acoustical

John's Church and in the Small Hall.
This figure indicates that direct sound only

centre of gravity which characterizes the energy dis-

arrives in the first 100 ms in St. John's Church,
whereas in the Small I Iall strong reflections arrive

tribution by frequency.
The graph shows that in the empty hall of the

from the ceiling and the front/lateral wall'> after 40
ms and these reflections are much more energetic

Philharmonic Society all sound energy is concentrated
under low and medium frequencies. The acoustical

than the direct sound. As investigations show, the

centre of gravity is very large and reaches 350-400

reflection structure in both halls is greatly varied with

ms. The hall is overloaded from an energetic point

time. It is precisely these reflections that determine

of view. When the hall sound absorption is increased,

the ratio between the direct sound energy and the

a considerable centre reduction is observed (to 100-

reflected sound energy.
Fig. 7 shows the relationship between the en-

150 ms). It is interesting to note that the acoustical
centre of gravity in the Archcathedral is very small

ergy ratio and the change in the hall sound absorption. Two cases have been selected: a completely

under low frequencies and considerably smaller than

empty hall and the hall with 120 upholstered restored chairs.

range. These findings show that, in a hall with a

that in St. John's Church, throughout the frequency
high echoing ability, the relationship between the

The graph demonstrate"s that the energy ratio
is dependent on the sound absorption. The higher

direct sound energy and the reflected sound energy

the overall sound absorption, the smaller the ratio.

which frequently are much more energetic than the
direct sound.

The sound absorption change in both cases is shown
in Fig. 8.

is strongly dependent on the early sound reflections

It is seen from the graph that under low fre-

quencies (below 160 Hz) the overall sound absorp-

u

50

100

150

200

msec

msec

l:'ig. 6. The distribution of the early sound energy during the first 200 ms in St. John's Church (left graph) and in the
Small Hall of the Philharmonic Society (right graph). Microphone positioned at the distance of I m from the sound
source. Frequency 125 Hz 1/3 octave
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Fig. 7. The relationship between the
direct and reflected
sound energy and the
change in the overall
hall sound absorption.
Microphone positioned
at the distance of
1 m from the sound
source. 1 - hall
completely empty;
2 - hall with 120
upholstered restored
chairs.
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Fig. 9. The dependence of the acoustical centre of gravity on the volume and the overall sound absorption of the hall.
1 - St. John's Church; 2 - Archcathedral; 3 - the Small Hall of the Philharmonic Society, completely empty; 4 - the
same with 120 upholstered restored chairs
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Conclusions
I. In the case of impulse excitation of the acoustical field, the ratio between the direct sound energy
and the reflected sound energy computed from the
formulas (I(>) ]I] and (17) ]2] is at complete variance with the results of the experiment. In both
formulas, the energy ratio is described solely by the
hall sound absorption coefficient and the overall hall
absorption. The insufficiency of these paraml'lcrs is
obvious.
2. The results of the investigation show that the
energy ratio is inl1ucnccd by the hall volume and
the overall hall sound absorption. However, these
factors arc not cmcial ones.
3. The ratio between the direct sound energy
and the rcl1cctcd sound energy is determined by the
early intense sound rcl1cctions from the planes, by
the materials of the planes, and by the distance
between the planes and the sound source.
4. When the hall is high and wide, the musicians and soloists will always feel an excess of the
direct sound energy in the area around the sound
source. They will always experience a shortage of
early sound rel1cctions, without which no good perception of music nor a balance between individual
instmments is possible.
5. A listener positioned dose to the performer
(front rows) will have a quite different perception of
the sounding of music than the listener who is far
from the performer (middle and back rows).
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ARTIMASIS IR TOLIMASIS GARSO LAUKAS IR
JO RYSvS SU SALES AKUSTIKA
V. Stauskis

mybc nuo saks gcumctrini\j ir akustini\j paramt:tf\j. 'Il:oriskai nagrinl:Jama ticsioginiu ir difuzinio garso lauko cncrgijlj priklausomybi: nuo patalpos akustini\j ir geomctrinilj
paramctf\j. V. Reichardt ir N. Z<trkov patciktosc fonnu!Csc
siulo aidumo radiusq jvertinti tik panaudOJ<tnt patalpos p,arso absorbcijus plotq, arba tik garso absorbcijm kocficicntq.
Apskaiciavt; pagal sias formulcs, gauname, kad aidumo
radiusas yra 3, I m nuo garso saltinio. 'laciau eksperimentas to m:patvirtina. Sio darbo autorius siillo formult;, kuri
nustatant cncrgijos santykj jvcrtint\j ankstyvuosius garso
atspindzius.
Eksperimcntas atliktas triJOSC sakse, kuri\j garso absorbciJOS kocficicntai yra labai mazi, o reverberacijos laikai labai dideli. Sali\j turis buvo 27000, 22500 ir 1018 m 3.
MaZOJe sa!CJC tyrirnai atlikti esant skirtingai garso absorbcipi. 'lai leido jvcrtinti, kaip kinta aidumo radiusas kciciantis sali\j turiui ir mazos sali:s garso absorbcijai.
Tyrimais nustatyta, kad salcjc, kurios !Uris yra
27000 m', tiesioginio ir atsispindcjusio garso energiJlj santykis lygus nuliui tik esant mikrofonui 1 m nuo garso
saltinio ir tik dazni\j diapazonc 160-2000 Hz. Kai atstU·
mas iki garso saltinio yra 2,5 m ir daugiau, esant zemoms
dazni\j cncrgijoms santykis siekia - 10-15 dB. Kai sales
!Uris yra mazas ir siekia 1018 ml, netgi csant mikrofonui
1 m atstumu nuo saltinio cnergiJOS santykis visame dazni\j
diapazonc lygus -10 dB. PadidCJUS sales garso absorbciJai,
encrgiJ\j santykis turi mazcsncs reiksmcs. T)'rirnai rodo,
kad cncrgiJOS santykis pril<Jauso nuo daznio, nuo sa!Cs turio
ir garso absorbciJOS. Taciau tai ncra Iemiantys vciksniai.
Tyrimais nustatyta, kad sj santykj apsprendzia nc til< atstumas iki garso saltinio, bet ir ankstyY\jJ\j garso atspindzilj
struktura ir plokstumos, esancios arti garso saltinio. Dide!Csc sa!Cse arti garso saltinio tiesioginio garso energija
aukst\j dazni\j diapazone yra didesnc ncgu atspindzilj cnergija. TirtoJc mazojc sakje sis desningumas pu ncgalioJa.
Cia encrgiJOS santykj lemia til< garso atspindziai, o ypac
ankstyvi, ir J\j intcnsyvumas jvairiais Iaiko intervalais. Klausytojas, csantis skirtingame atstume nuo saltinio, skirtingai
suvoks ir muzikos skambcjirnq.
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Santrauka
'Icoriskai ir ckspcrimcntiskai nagrincjamas ticsioginio
ir atsispindcjusio garso cncrgijos suntykis ir JO priklauso-
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